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By Jeffrey C. King

Greetings Community, and 
welcome to the second 
quarter edition of Message 

In The Meantime. Our focus for this 
edition is SEX. 
If you find the 
topic of sex 
and human 
sexuality to 
be offensive 
please close 
this publication 
now, otherwise 
sit back and 
enjoy the ride. 

America 
has not yet 
fully and hon-
estly stepped 
into the new 
paradigm that 
embraces the 
fluidity of sexuality. Hetero, homo, 
bi, and trans are as American as 
apple pie or in my case peach cob-
bler. I would venture to say that the 
spectrum of sexual expression and 
identity for millions of Americans 
is as diverse as an individual’s 
DNA and yet we continue to resist 
the truth that people are express-
ing themselves sexually and with 
whomever they desire. 

Many Black gay men are 
identifying themselves as sexually 
liberated and continue to resist the 
overwhelming stigma that has been 
placed on our sexual expression 

for hundreds of years and now 
compounded by the onset of HIV 
and AIDS.

We are more than subjects 
for research and our sex is 
good.

I am constantly amazed at the 
number of young Black men who 
have chosen to come out of the 
closet much sooner than later in 

Statement from 
the Founder

Got Sex?
Hetero, Homo, Bi, Trans
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their lives. They are setting new 
standards and blazing new trails 
for others to follow. The challenge 
for young Black men appears 
to be more complex than that of 
others as they face the additional 
stigma associated with America’s 
standards of masculinity coupled 
with the standards of hyper Black 
male masculinity. These very 
constructs of masculinity have 
enabled most Black men to survive 
in a society that does not always 
celebrate Black manhood and yet 
has stigmatized others who do not 
naturally fit the profile or desire to 
live the lie.

Think about sex in an 
honest and personal way

I challenge every Black man 
to step into the fullness of who 
you are sexually and give thought 
to how you will be able to guard 

yourself not only against STIs but 
the prevalence of negative chatter 
that says that your natural innate 
desires are wrong. 

Sit with yourself and question 
what turns you on and begin to plan 
how you can safely step into your 
own design for sexual expression 
and definition of what sexi really 
means to you. How does it look 
and feel to you is what matters 
most. Care for yourself and those 
you come in contact with. Treat 
them and yourself with respect and 
honesty. Know that you are not 
alone in your quest to live freely, 
to explore and to express yourself 
sexually. 

You have but one life to live 
so live and love to the fullest and 
guard your pearls. 

Jeffrey C. King is Executive Director of 
In The Meantime Men’s Group, Inc. 

The 
NIA Project

In The Meantime 
Men’s Group, Inc.

For Black Men of All Ages
3 NIA (Power) Sessions
Relaxed Atmosphere
Refreshments
Ask About Incentives!
 
4067 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90019
(Secured parking at Catch One)
 
For more information
323-733-4868
www.inthemeantimemen.org
inthemeantimemen@aol.com
Facebook: Jeffrey King
 
Educational Component is funded by the County of 
Los Angeles, Department of Public Health, Office of AIDS 
Programs and Policy
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✴
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What I Shall Render
FOR CALVIN

By G. Winston James

“Is it too soon to tell you that I love you?” he asks
after I carelessly overturn the cup of me
I’d set precarious and shivering
at the edge of the turbulence between us

“Don’t get up yet,” he whispers
grasping with both hands 
sundering me further

“There were only money changers here before; 
I can tell,” he chides. Continues his excavating
“Give me the time to tear down these jaded walls. 
I will build a house of many mansions inside you.”

He bends the room so that my sun becomes his dark eyes
My breath clutches air
seizing what extra tendrils of manhood
I’m able to find there.

He makes a sonorous clock of me.

“Suffering like this becomes you,” he says. 
“Stay right there!” 

I do exactly what he commands
 
“Can you hear it?” he asks.

The tremor of bones
My own hunger
Utter cavernous yielding
Silence

© G. Winston James

G. Winston James is a Jamaican-born poet, author, essayist and editor. He holds a BA 
from Columbia University, an MFA in Fiction from Brooklyn College and is the author 
of the Lambda Literary Award and Ferro-Grumley Award finalist collection Shaming 
the Devil: Collected Short Stories. His essays will appear in the 2012 anthologies For 
Colored Boys Who Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is Still Not Enough and 
Love, Christopher Street: Reflections of Gay New York.
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Ivanie Murphy
By Jeffrey C. King

Photos by Hasson Harris

From the covers of local and 
national publications to 
the catwalks of the fashion 

elite to the national platforms of 
the House and Ball Scenes, most 
would agree that Ivanie Murphy is 
nothing less than prime beefcake 
and sexi in its purest form. 

I had a chance to catch up 
with this busy jetsetter, father of 
the House of Garcon and Los 
Angeles-based entrepreneur while 
at his mother’s house in Oakland, 
California. Yes, this grown and sexi 
brother is a true momma’s boy. 
He admits it with great pride and 
without hesitation. 

 I found Ivanie to be open and 
willing to share a lot more than I 
anticipated. Don’t let the LA bling 
fool you. This brother keeps it real 
and isn’t afraid to share his voice. 
On the topic of “Sex and the Sexi” 
he had a lot to say.

Are you sexi 
to yourself?
Yes, I’m sexi 

and I know it. I have an 
outgoing personality. I think 

that you have to put yourself out 
there otherwise people will never 
get a chance to know you. Your 
personality is a big part of what 
makes you sexi. Your fashion and 
sense of style sense matter and, 
yes, your body image matters, too. 
Swag equals attitude and the way 
that you carry yourself. It’s about 
being confident in who you are.

 
What do others find sexi about 
you? 

 I’ve been told that my honey 
brown eyes are sexi, and a lot of 
guys think my ass is hot too. (He 
laughs with a bit of boyish charm 
and shyness as he continues.) I’m 
also packing a pretty piece too. 
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(He laughs again.) Can I say the 
D word? There’s a lot more to me 
than meets the eye. 

 
How important is sex to you? 

Sex is overrated. It takes a 
lot of time and energy. Don’t get 
me wrong. I love sex just like the 
next guy, but I would rather jackoff 
a lot of times because I’m too 
busy and jacking off helps me to 
stay focused. Now, when I’m in a 
relationship, I need to be able to 
speak what I want and also take 
care of the guy that I’m with. The 
club scene is what it is, but when 
I’m out I don’t trip on who I’m 
bringing home for the night. That’s 
not as important to me at this point 
in my life. When I’m ready to get 
busy I need a guy who knows what 
he is doing and sometimes it’s just 
about sex.

 
Are you seeing any one? 

 Nothing serious is going on at 
this time. I’m actively dating and I’m 
good with that for now. 

 
Tell me something about 
yourself that we might not know 
simply by looking at you?

Well, I grew up in Oakland. 
(He laughs.) I’m not really the 
Hollywood type that many people 
think I am. I’ve come along way and 
I’m not afraid to tell it. I had a felony 
conviction based on a charge of 
attempted murder and assault with 
a deadly weapon. I’ve learned from 
my mistakes. But I’ve learned that 
violence is not a solution to resolve 
conflicts. I see a lot of people in the 
Ball Scene who feel they have to 
resort to violence to be respected. 
I feel that our Los Angeles house 
parents could set a better example 
for the kids that are coming along. 
Too many leaders in the Ball Scene 

seem to thrive on creating negative 
energy. 

 My mother was a single 
parent who had been abused by 
my father. She took good care of 
us kids though. Sometimes she 
didn’t eat to make sure that we had 
food on the table. I have a natural 
ability to care and be supportive 
of others because I know what 
it’s like to be supported. I am the 
oldest child, separate from my twin 
brother by a few minutes. I was the 
man of the household growing up. 
My mother has lupus and diabetes 
so I learned to drive and to cook at 
the age of 13. I grew up really fast. 
I completed the tenth grade with a 
GED. I’m still a momma’s boy and I 
still help take care of the family.

 
What do you look for in a guy 
and what makes a man sexi to 
you?

 I’m attracted to men who are 
over 25 with a nice body. I have 
a strong attraction for white guys, 
light-skin Black men, Armenians, 
Israelis, and Latins. Don’t get me 
wrong. I love being Black and I 
love my people. Attraction is what 
it is. We like what we like. I love 
masculine bottoms. I identify as a 
top but in a relationship I consider 
what it takes to please my lover. 

 I’m not into group sex. I’m 
more of a one-on-one type guy. 
My friends say that I’m very 
conservative about what I do and 
the way I do it. This might stem 
from being the son of a preacher. 
My dad is a pastor. I have a big 
Christian church background. 

 I won’t date anyone who is in 
a relationship, or who’s cheating 
and I’m not into open relationships. 
I learned a lot when I was coming 
out. My first relationship was with 
a married man who had nine kids. 
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We were together for three years. 
His wife eventually found out. 
Today I’m just taking my time and 
focusing on me and my project. 

 
Is money a factor?

A guy needs to have 
something going for himself. He 
needs to be working and or in 
school trying to improve himself. 
And, yes, rich is always nice. 

 
What are your thoughts about 
safe sex and all of the HIV work 
in Los Angeles?

I’m surprised at the number 
of men in our community who are 
HIV-positive. There has been a 
lot of work done to educate our 
community. I think that a lot of 
this has to do with drugs. Crystal 
meth is a major factor along with 
escorting. These and other factors 
contribute to why we see so many 
young guys being infected. 

 As gay men we grow up with 
a complex that we are not worth 
anything and that were going to 
die anyway. I just don’t believe 
that God is hating on me for loving 
someone else. God is love. That’s 
what God is all about. 

 My background is Christian. 
My natural instinct is to pray when 
I’m in trouble. But I think that 
people are being brainwashed 
today by the church and that 
seems to be ruining people’s lives. 
I believe that the church plays a 
big part in how people’s minds 
are being controlled and how 
they feel about themselves and 
life in general. I think that if you 
are a genuine loving person you 
won’t go to hell. I’m even leaning 
toward being atheist. I’m open to 
new information and new ideas. 
I believe that we should do well 
and keep a positive mind and 

you’ll be OK in life. You have to 
believe in yourself. I respect others 
beliefs. People use the church as 
a pedestal. I believe that you get to 
define yourself. 

 
You are father of the House of 
Garcon, and you also walk sex 
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siren. Does the House and Ball 
Scene place too much attention 
on looks? 

I started walking pretty boy 
realness and now I’ve grown up 
and I’m walking sex siren. No, I 
don’t think that the scene puts too 
much on looks. The scene has 
helped me build my confidence and 
to be better in modeling. I think at 
a higher level. My body is better 
because of the House and Ball 
Scene. Because of the competition, 
I’m in the gym working it out. 

 
Body image is very important 
in a city like Los Angeles. What 
would you tell a young man who 
is overweight and suffering from 
low self-esteem?

 It is important to look at the 
root of the weight gain. I would 
have to get to know the person to 
better understand why they are 
the way that they are. I would help 
them build self-esteem. I’m the only 
skinny person in my family. Many 
of my family members suffer with 
health concerns. I watched what 
my mother went through. She is 
overweight. My best friend had a 
triple bypass and now he is skinny. 
He’s dealing with the issue of what 
happens after weight loss. There is 
always something to work on. 

 
What’s your take on Black men 
being seen as sex objects? Boys 
for hire?

It’s a good thing that Black 
men are seen as sexi and 
desirable. It’s not a bad thing. 
The hip-hop industry has helped 
to show that being Black is cool. 
Other people desire us and want 
to be like us. There are different 
levels of how other people see 
and treat us. I’ve been to industry 
parties where people with money 

try to treat me like a piece of meat. 
Clearly there is more to me than 
that. 

 
Who are some of the sexiest 
men in world to you?

I like Tyson Beckford even 
though he’s dark-skinned. I love 
the shape of his eyes. He’s mixed 
with Asian. Adam Levine is a 
skinny lean boy with swag. I like 
his style. David Beckham’s facial 
bone structure, lips and chiseled 
chin. Boris Kodjoe is light-skinned 
and has a great smile. He’s a good 
actor, too. Shemar Moore, light-
skinned, masculine, pretty boy 
swag.

 
Tell me about your clubs and 
other business interests?

I’m into fashion and modeling. 
I use to work for the Russian lan-
guage version of Vogue magazine. 
I just finished a photo shoot and I’m 
waiting for the pictures now. 

 Recently, I started in the club 
business with some of my friends. 
The Black urban club scene had 
closed down because of the vio-
lence and the lack of support. We 
wanted to start a club for the grown 
and sexi to have a quality place to 
party. We also wanted to bring the 
club experience to a higher level by 
adding entertainment in an urban 
club setting. We want to continue to 
provide quality adult entertainment. 
But our people have to stop being 
so violent and we have to support 
our own. I’ve come along way! 
It has made me a better person. 
Coming from the hood does not 
have to dictate the way you act in 
life. 

Ivanie Murphy can be reached on 
Twitter @ivaniemurphy and Facebook 
at Ivanie Murphy.
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By Deon Lucas
Conceptual photo by www.SamanthaAbernathy.com

Southern California is hotter 
than ever so it’s best to retire 
all the long sleeves and 

heavy colors, and bring out the 
tanks and lighter brighter colors. 
Guys and girls can now show their 
sexy sculpted arms with a flattering 
tank top while simultaneously 
staying cool in the higher 
temperatures. Tank tops come in 
an array of styles and designs that 
allow people to individualize their 
look. The oversized tank with the 
deep neck line and the large arm 
holes is trending at the moment.

Since this look brings 
attention to the décollatage 
and the mid-section, it works 
best on two body types; lean 
and toned, or built and cut. 
However, the standard look 
of the basic tank top can be 
varied with a little creativity.

For example, cutting off a 
pocket of another plaid lumberjack 
style shirt or even the back pocket 
of a pair of pants, and sewing it 
someplace on the tank. Another 
sexy variation can be done by 

The Right 
to Bear Arms
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simply taking a favorite vintage 
shirt and cutting off the sleeves and 
ripping the neck line (the crew neck 
must be transformed into a v-neck) 
to create your own tank. 

These go well with a pair of 
jeans or some nice cut offs. When 
it comes to the fabric, stick to the 
lighter textures of cotton, silk and 
linen. As for the colors, lighter and 
brighter will make more of a state-
ment in the spring and summer, 
and will show nice contrast when 
paired with one piece that is either 
navy, grey, or black. A white tank 
top is classic. Just be sure that it 
doesn’t come in a three-pack from 
the local Walmart. Designer and 
vintage tanks are the way to go and 
don’t be afraid to stop at just one. 

Layering can still be done in 
the summer, easily combin-
ing comfort with sexy. Colors 

such as red, green, mustard, 

turquoise and purple will look great 
while wearing in the sun. Take a 
larger dark solid-colored tank and 
wear it underneath a smaller tank 
that has a funky pattern or a unique 
design with colors. Be sure not to 
go too deep with the neckline. If 
you have to be concerned about a 
nipple slip, then opt for a different 
tank with a less plunging neckline. 
For a chic bohemian look, try opting 
for a vintage inspired look by slash-
ing the fabric a little and wearing it 
with some long necklace chains. 

Designers that offer nice 
affordable tanks are Acknowlege, 
Topman, Marc Jacobs, Diesel, 
Urban Outfitters and Gap.

Continue reading on Examiner.com 
The Right to Bear Arms; Tank Top 
Style - Los Angeles affordable fashion 
| Examiner.com http://www.examiner.
com/affordable-fashion-in-los-angeles/
the-right-to-bear-arms-tank-top-
style#ixzz1mLjQFtCW

available at

“With humor, style, and raw emotion, 
A Soul on Fire embraces its chosen 
territory with enthusiasm. All stage 

biographies should be served so well.”
—DaviD DeWitt, The New York Times

What happens when an american 
writer and civil rights activist, 

James Baldwin invites Lorraine 
Hansberry, Harry Belafonte 

and Lena Horne to a roundtable 
discussion on race relations 

with attorney General Robert 
Kennedy in 1963?

For details on bookings for the conversation series and upcoming book signings, 
contact soulonfire63@yahoo.com or visit www.jamesbaldwinasoulonfire.com.
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MY LIFE. MY STYLE.
A Healthy Lifestyle Program for Young Black Men

In the Meantime Men’s Group
4067 W. Pico Blvd

Los Angeles, California 90019 
www.inthemeantimemen.org | www.mylifemystyle.net

$155 in compensation upon completion of program

To participate  you must:
Identify as African American or Black

Identify as male
Be 18 to 29 years of age

For more information call 323-733-4868



Gay sex parties are every-
where these days from 
Harlem to West Hollywood 

to South Central. On any given 
weekend hundreds of men across 
the United States open their homes 
or hotel rooms to dozens of men 
providing a private place for suck-
ing, fucking, touching, watching or 
just hanging out. There are sex par-
ties for all persuasions and body 
types. At one local party for Black 
gay men, all attendees are required 
to wear baseball caps. Sex parties 
are a great way for men with an 
entrepreneurial spirit to have a little 
fun and generate a few hundred 
tax-free dollars.

But sex parties in the age of 
AIDS?

Safer sex messages can be of-
fered months or weeks in advance 
of a sexual encounter, or they can 
be made available right when an 
act is about to take place. There 
are hundreds of organizations in 
Southern California doing the for-
mer but only a few doing the latter. 
It’s hard, for instance, to station a 
public health practitioner inside the 
bedroom of a private home. That 
leaves sex parties, bath houses 
and similar venues to take advan-
tage of the unique opportunity to 
bring practical resources and a 
vital message at precisely the time 
when they are both likely to be 

needed and heeded.
In 1982, the year after the 

Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention took notice of what 
would eventually be called AIDS, 
there were 86 cases of the disease 
diagnosed in the Black community. 
By 1983 there were 787 cumulative 
diagnoses and a year later there 
were 1,898. Minority AIDS Project, 
the first community-based HIV/
AIDS organization established and 
managed by people of color in the 
United States, opened its doors 
in 1985, by which time cumulative 
AIDS diagnoses had risen to over 
4,000. MAP bravely took on the 
challenge of case management, 
education and advocacy.

A year later in 1986, Black 
Jack was established to do what a 
state-chartered organization with 
federal 501(c)(3) status couldn’t: 
provide a place to put into actual 
practice what MAP preached. 
Black Jack operated what turned 
out to be the first regularly held 
hotel-based public sex parties. The 
parties, or meetings, as they were 
called, were directed to Black gay 
men and were places for safer sex 
only.

“Before Black Jack there was 
no place for Black men who were 
into having safer sex with each 
other in a group setting,” said 
Black Jack founder Alan Bell, in a 

Black Jack
The Beginning of 
Public Black Gay Sex Parties
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1992 Advocate article that called 
him “the father of his kind of sex 
club.” Many Black men, both then 
and now, don’t feel comfortable in 
established gay-identified sexual 
settings which, they feel, don’t 
meet their cultural needs. 

The structure and format 
established by Black Jack is typical 
of how most public sex parties 
operate to this very day. The 
following is typical. You pay $15 to 
enter and strip to your underwear. 
You are given a plastic bag for your 
street clothes which are stored 
away for safekeeping. You are 
among 35 other men watching porn 
in one room or having sex in the 
other. There are snacks and drinks 
in the kitchen. Condoms and lube 
everywhere. There is a prohibition 
against sex in the bathroom. Thirty-
five men need a place to pee.

Black Jack didn’t have a moni-
tor with a flashlight, but everyone 
was a monitor. If someone was 
about to have anal sex without a 
condom and the bottom didn’t know 
or stop it, someone else would. 
The self-policing strategy is also a 
reason why sex was prohibited in 
the bathroom. The overall policy 
functioned well. In the ten years 
that Black Jack was around, only 
once was someone ejected from a 
meeting for not following the rules.

There was a break roughly 
halfway through the meeting where 
the lights would be brought up and 
a representative from MAP would 
give a short five- or ten-minute 
presentation on safer sex. What 
could have been an uncomfortable 
intrusion was actually a welcome 
intermission because it gave a 
chance for everyone to actually see 
who was there, as well as an ex-
cuse to have a conversation. After 
the seventh inning stretch people 

were a lot more active, with a lot 
less standing around. 

The conversation at the break 
was a reminder that there are more 
bugs in the world than HIV. Syphilis, 
gonorrhea, chlamydia, NSU, herpes 
and hepatitis do happen. You can 
do a circle jerks in a park 24/7 and 
be safe, but more anal sex—even 
with a condom—puts one at greater 
risk because condoms can break or 
be put on incorrectly—all those little 
things that cause us to call it safer 
sex, not safe sex. And even if oral 
sex is 99 percent safe, there’s still 
that 1 percent.

At one time there were three 
other Black Jack chapters: in 
New York run by Lidell Jack-

son, in St. Louis run by Lawrence 
Denson and in Chicago run by Max 
Smith. The New York chapter, now 
called Jacks of Color, remains in 
operation some 22 years later. 

“Hopefully—the lessons 
learned, the negotiating tactics, the 
practical experience that safer sex 
can still be fun, the exchange of 
telephone numbers with like-mind-
ed people, the real talk about sex in 
an overtly sexual venue—hopefully 
all of that allowed Black Jack to 
make a dent in the epidemic in Los 
Angeles as Jacks of Color contin-
ues to do in New York,” says Bell.

From time to time, and once 
even in Los Angeles, there was 
a move to close bathhouses 
as a health hazard. But rather 
than closing then down, bath 
houses and sex parties should be 
welcomed and seen as partners 
with a key public health role to 
play in fighting the AIDS epidemic, 
particularly in the Black community.

Alan Bell can be reached at  
alanb@blk.com.
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In The Meantime
Men’s Group, Inc.

Creating Unity and Affirming Our Common Bond

Wellness
 for Life

 ‘Inspired’
Mentally, Physically, Spiritually 

Financially and Politically

2012 Black Men’s 
Health Conference

Saturday
August 11, 2012

Free to the general public 

For additional information
323-733-4868

www.inthemeantimemen.org
Facebook: 

Jeffrey King (Look for ITMT logo)

This year’s Wellness Symposium will 
bring some of L.A.’s brightest healthcare 
professionals and motivational speakers 

together with local community members. 
The day will conclude with a catered 

lunch and social hour.

Register today. 
Only 50 slots available.
Call 323-733-4868
for an application. 

This annual three-day Retreat is a 
time when Black men of all ages 
and backgrounds come together 
for a weekend of Umoja (Unity).

In The Meantime
Men’s Group, Inc.
Creating Unity and Affirming Our Common Bond
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(Unity)

Retreat
2012
‘Lifted’
A Transformative 
Experience Exploring 
the Common Bond

September 21-24, 2012



By Kyle Gordon

The sexual revolution, also 
known as a time of sexual 
liberation, was a social move-

ment that challenged traditional 
paradigms throughout society 
from the ‘60s to the early ‘80s. The 
movement spearheaded increased 

acceptance 
of sex outside 
of customary 
heterosexual, 
monogamous 
relationships 
and laid the 
framework for 

things like public nudity, polyam-
orous relationships, the normaliza-
tion of homosexuality and other 
forms of “alternative lifestyles.”

As a product of this era, I was 
raised by a strong grandmother 
who was deeply rooted in the 
Christian church. I grew up 
believing that sex was taboo and 
that anything outside of the union 
between a man and woman was 
blasphemous.

According, I didn’t begin my 
sexual exploration until after my 
freshman year in college—and 
what an unpleasant experience 
it was. Sex wasn’t as good as it 
was cracked up to be. One of my 
closest friends had always told me, 
“Sex is like water. Once you start 
having it, it becomes something 
you can never live without.” 
Unfortunately my first sexual 
encounter with a man was like tap 
water and I was left unfulfilled. 

Who would have known that 

the next one would be so much 
better? Being new to the lifestyle, 
I was a new face and the boys 
flocked to me. Fortunately, I met 
a guy who took me under his 
wing and showed me the ways of 
the world. He taught me that as 
fascinating as the lifestyle was, 
everything that glittered wasn’t 
gold. Eventually our interaction 
became physical. And, in 
retrospect, he really did please 
me in all the right ways. We got it 
on everywhere—the shower, car, 
poolside, even my college library.

Those experiences, not to 
mention being a college student, 
began to fuel my sexual exploration 
at just the right time to free myself 
from the mental bondage of what I 
perceived sex to be. I began to try 
new things. I began to find out what 
I really enjoyed sexually. I posed 
nude for art classes—and realized 
that I might be an exhibitionist. I 
realized I had fetishes that are too 
personal to reveal in this article. 
I have had sex and I have made 
love.

But through it all I have gained 
a keen awareness of what I 
like and I have become less 

inhibited. The process has been 
healthy, and as I mature, I realize 
the act of having sex is not as black 
and white as I once thought. The 
shades of gray can be interesting 
as well as satisfying.

Kyle Gordon is Project Coordinator for 
In The Meantime’s My Life My Style 
Research Evaluation Initiative.
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